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RETURN TO CLIMBING?

Spring has sprung!  The green shoots are
appearing; soon kids will be back to school  
and we anticipate there'll be a return to
gyms and climbing shortly afterwards.
According to the Prime Minister's 'Road
Map' this should happen under Step 2 - to
be implemented no earlier than April 12th.
We've included a little information over
the course of this newsletter about our
plans to run some April indoor courses and
a series of one day outdoor trips.  With
regards to kids club - we'll be in touch
with more info as soon as we have it.  In
the meantime stay safe and we can’t wait
to see you all very soon! Here's a picture of
one of our outdoor summer trips - just to
remind us all what climbing is...

THANK YOU TO YOU

Rainbow Mountain, Peru.
We are really hoping that this will be the
last in our series of pandemic
newsletters sent out over the course of
the last year or so.  We would like to say
a huge thank you to all of our key worker
parents and guardians who have
continued to work throughout this time
in the face of such huge challenges.  We
would also like to thank everyone for
their support of Geckos at this difficult
time for small businesses everywhere.
The end may finally be in sight..

Given that children are now being urged
to wear masks at school, it's looking
likely that the centre will require all
climbers to wear masks at all times.  This
has yet to be confirmed but we'll let you
know more details as and when we have
them.

MASKS AND THE CASTLE

EASTER COURSES

We're hoping to run a couple of indoor
holiday courses during the second week
of Easter, likely 13 - 15 April from 1 - 3pm.  
There'll be a maximum of four children
per group, £99 pp for the three days,
inclusive of centre tuition, admission and
kit hire.  We can't take bookings until the
centre's opening date has been
confirmed, but please let us know if you
might be interested.



 

HOW TO BE HAPPY

According to a Japanese study (and this
Guardian article), hiking in a 'happy'
posture is one of the keys to happiness.
Swinging your arms freely and standing
straightly when walking, could help to
boost your mood as it improves your
posture, promotes engaging with nature
and encourages you to connect with the
here and now.  The article also advocates
tree climbing - but we much prefer
climbing safely using ropes or bouldering
mats!

A WORLD WITHOUT

MOUNTAINS

Mountains form in the constant shifting
of the earth's tectonic plates however
National Geographic have reported on a
new study that suggests this did not
happen in the same way 1.8 billion years
ago.  After examining rock crystals in the
Himalayas, scientists have discovered
that the earth's crust was almost a third
thinner then, than it is today - suggesting
that the plates moved much slower.  The
study is thought to have posed more
questions than answers for  scientists,
who say this research could 'provide a
“springboard” to better understand how
our modern world came to be.'

SPANISH CIVIL WAR

We love this image of a girl in Barcelona
climbing. These 'handholds' are bullet
holes left in the wall during the Spanish
Civil War.  Image Credit: Sergi Bernal

All this time indoors has got us listening
to plenty of podcasts.  Check out these
six climbing podcasts to get your fix
whilst you can't get out on the wall. 
 Some may not be suitable for children so
be sure to check content warnings.

IN YOUR EARS

 
ALPINE VACCINES
Vaccinating the world's population as fast
as we can is a tough challenge.  It
becomes even tougher when you consider
those that live in remote locations.
Vaccination teams in Turkey have been
battling the elements to reach the
country's most isolated mountain
villages.  The Turkish government have
set an ambitious target to vaccinate 52.5
million people by the end of May.
Meanwhile, our very own Richard is
playing his own role in the UK's bid to
vaccinate the population, having trained
as a volunteer vaccinator!

OUTDOOR TRIPS

All being well, outdoor sport will be
permitted from 29th March onwards.
This being the case, we'll try and run
one-day outdoor courses at Harrisons
Rocks, near Royal Tunbridge Wells.  The
trip would be for climbers who are able
to belay safely and put on a harness
independently.  Parents/Guardians
would need to attend with their child and
the maximum group size would be four
children.  It's £95 per day including kit
hire.  If you're interested, drop us a line
at geckos@geckos.co.uk for more details.

https://www.theguardian.com/lifeandstyle/2021/jan/09/climb-a-tree-and-wiggle-those-hips-exercises-to-boost-your-mood
https://www.nationalgeographic.co.uk/science-and-technology/2021/02/earths-mountains-may-have-mysteriously-stopped-growing-for-a-billion
https://www.theclimbingguy.com/best-climbing-podcasts/
https://www.belfasttelegraph.co.uk/news/world-news/turkish-vaccine-teams-target-isolated-mountain-villages-40140690.html

